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1. Executive summary  

This document presents the University of Saskatchewan’s (U of S) operating budget forecast (operations 
forecast) to the Ministry of Advanced Education for 2013-14. The university’s mission is aligned with the 
government’s priorities, including: fostering innovation, enhancing quality of life, providing value for 
investment and ensuring fiscal probity. The university also contributes to the economic development of 
the Province of Saskatchewan. We are Saskatchewan’s only research intensive, medical-doctoral 
university; we are a driver of innovation and growth; we provide accessible undergraduate education; 
and we deliver comprehensive life sciences education and training to the province’s doctors, nurses, 
veterinarians, pharmacists and physical therapists. The university is facing financial challenges, yet our 
mission to provide teaching, research and service to the people of Saskatchewan remains unchanged. 

The university recently approved Promise and Potential, the third integrated Plan, which will guide the 
choices we make over the next four years. The Multi-Year Budget Framework and the Multi-Year Capital 
Plan provide the accompanying resources plans to support our priorities. We understand that the fiscal 
and policy environment for post-secondary education (PSE) is changing, and we have noted that public 
investment in PSE is declining across Canada. We know that increases for the sector in Saskatchewan are 
likely to be limited to 4 per cent for both operating and targeted initiatives, yet our expenses continue to 
increase at rates over this amount. This contextual information, along with the announcement of 
provincial funding provided in 2012-13, led to an update to the Multi-Year Budget Framework, which 
forecasts a structural deficit of $44.5 million annually by 2015-16, or approximately 8.5 per cent. This 
prompted early action aligned with our academic priorities, which is summarized in this document.  

The university is projecting an increase to the base operating grant of 2.0 per cent in 2013-14, for total 
base operating funding of approximately $294.9 million. This is a reasonable and realistic projection, 
based on the most up-to-date information available. We are also projecting $48.4 million in capital 
expenditures, plus principal and interest payments on capital debt. New initiatives are also outlined for 
consideration of the Ministry, with potential to be implemented as they align with the priorities of the 
government. In summary, our operations forecast consists of the following priorities for funding: 

1) Operating grant base and targeted funding 
• Operating grant increase of 2 per cent, for total of $294.9 million 
• Continuing targeted initiatives funding of $ 26.4 million 

2) Capital total of $48.4 million 
• Capital funding for Health Sciences project of $5.5 million 
• Capital funding for RenewUS of $25 million 
• Sustaining capital grant of $14.4 million including inflationary increase 
• Distributive education health sciences space in Regina of $3.5 million 

3) Principal and interest repayment of approximately $15 million 
 

This year’s operations forecast results in a projected structural deficit. Our actions and decisions to 
address this challenge will be guided by the board approved strategy. The university is taking a multi-
year, multi-pronged strategy to address the operating budget deficit, guided by principles and the 
priorities identified in Promise and Potential. The long-term scope of the deficit will be reduced through 
strategic choices and permanent reductions early on, but no single action will be sufficient to rectify the 
projected deficit.  
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2. Introduction  
In previous years, the University of Saskatchewan’s submission to the Government of Saskatchewan for 
the base operating grant has been based on projected revenues and expenses. This year, in response to 
the changing fiscal and policy environment for post-secondary education in Canada and Saskatchewan, 
the university’s realistic request is based on both projected revenues and expenses, including a 
forecasted increase to the base operating grant that is less than the increase in expenses. The result is a 
projected structural deficit. This document discusses the changing fiscal and policy environment for 
post-secondary education, and the returns on investments of university education for the Province of 
Saskatchewan. This sets the stage for our request for funding in priority areas, continued targeting 
funding for previous commitments, capital funds, as well as potential new initiatives.   

Evolving context  
Declining public investment in post-secondary education is evident across Canada since the global 
economic downturn in 2008-09. Among the U15, sharp declines are noted among many institutions. The 
historical analysis of U15 and Saskatchewan universities’ provincial operating grants shows average 
increases in the range of 5-10 per cent from 2004-05 to 2008-09. After the global economic downturn in 
2008-09, operating funding fell at most institutions in 2009-10. Thereafter, most institutions continued 
to receive operating grant increases that were lower than usual.   

Looking ahead, the funding environment for post-secondary education is expected to change. The 
Government of Alberta announced its universities will receive 2.0 per cent increases in each of the next 
three years (2012 to 2014). British Columbia announced that operating grants will be cut by 1.0 per cent 
in 2013-14 and 1.5 per cent in 2014-15. Saskatchewan universities have fared better than most, as did 
the Saskatchewan economy. Going forward, we know the level of funding increases experienced in the 
past few years at the University of Saskatchewan is unlikely to continue. Funding increases for the sector 
in Saskatchewan are likely to be limited to approximately 4.0 per cent for both operating and new 
initiatives, while our expenses continue to grow at rates that exceed provincial revenue growth. 

Notwithstanding, we appreciate the government’s focus on efficiency and ensuring solid investment 
value for the province’s citizens. In response to changes in the fiscal and policy environment for post-
secondary education, for the first time in recent years the University of Saskatchewan’s operations 
forecast request is not based on projected expenses less projected revenues. Instead, it is based on a 
projected base operating grant increase of 2.0 per cent and a specific request for continuing targeted 
initiatives, whereas operating expenses are projected to increase by 7.4 per cent. The result is a 
projected deficit of $16.1 million in 2013-14 (which encompasses the 2012-13 deficit of $6.0 million). 
While we appreciate provincial funding constraints, the evidence still shows that (according to TD Bank) 
“investment in post-secondary education remains the single best investment one can make.”1   

Returns on investment of post-secondary education 
There is ample evidence that returns on post-secondary education for individuals and society are high 
and therefore worthy of both private and public investment; nationwide, these trends held true during 
the recent recession. Society benefits from enhancements to this “human capital” through increases to 
productivity and economic growth.  While some university programs are more tightly linked to 
employment earnings than others, the data show that university education generally provides a 
substantial boost to employment, salaries, well-being and civic responsibility.  

With the changing demographics in Saskatchewan and expected population growth among Aboriginal 
peoples, considerations of the returns on investment for PSE are increasingly relevant for the future 
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economic growth of the province. Post-secondary education is a public good that the Government of 
Saskatchewan can consider a sound investment in the future growth of this province.2 

Employment outcomes of investment in PSE 
For individuals, “education generates not only higher earnings but also improves the prospect of finding 
employment.”3 Canada is a leader in post-secondary attainment internationally, with 47 per cent of 
adults aged 25-64 having some post-secondary education. The OECD average is 33 per cent. In Canada, 
employment is closely linked to education level, with more job opportunities for people with higher 
education levels. According to the AUCC, the number of jobs filled by university graduates more than 
doubled from 1990 to 2010, from 1.9 million to 4.4 million. Meanwhile, during the same timeframe, 
there were 1.2 million jobs eliminated for those who had a high school diploma or less.4  

In its latest 10-year outlook, Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC) projected that 
1.4 million new jobs would be created over the 2008 to 2017 period, 75 per cent of which will require 
post-secondary education. HRSDC also projected that an additional 4.1 million jobs will become 
available due to retirement, and 70 per cent of those jobs will require post-secondary education.5   

Post-secondary education also protects against the risks of unemployment in times of economic 
recession. A recent study conducted in the United States (US) found that “college-educated workers 
more than survived the great recession, they led the recovery.”6 The peak unemployment rate in the US 
for high school graduates during the recession was 13.4 per cent, compared to 6.3 per cent for four-year 
post-secondary graduates.7  

Private and public rates of returns on PSE 
Post-secondary education (PSE) brings both monetary and non-monetary returns, for private citizens 
and the public. The evidence has consistently established that earning a degree brings higher income, 
and these individuals are also happier, more productive and more engaged citizens. Economic benefits 
accrue to the community in terms of economic growth, innovation, increased tax revenues and social 
benefits. Internal rates of return are used to measure the outcomes of investment in higher education.1  

Returns on investment of PSE in Canada 
Due to our high level of economic development, rates of return on higher education are equal or lower 
in Canada compared to other countries. Nevertheless, returns to education in Canada remain strongly 
positive. According to the OECD, the private rate of return of an undergraduate degree in Canada in 
2007 was approximately 11 per cent for both men and women (over and above the return from a high 
school diploma), compared to an international average of about 19 per cent. Private rates of return 
consider the direct costs of PSE, the forgone income, and the higher tax rate in progressive tax systems 
compared to the benefits of higher income and lower unemployment. The public rate of return was 10.5 
per cent for men and 9.2 per cent for women in Canada in 2007, compared to an average international 
rate of 10 per cent.8 Public and private rates of return for post-secondary education in Canada are both 
positive and consistent over time (since the 1960s).9 Public returns consider the increased government 
revenues compared to the costs of subsidising PSE. The public returns calculation is not equivalent to an 
“economic impact study,” which also considers spillover effects, externalities and non-monetary 
benefits of investments in PSE. 
                                                             
1 “Internal rates of return (IRR) compare the stream of benefits from investment in education to the stream of 
costs from the time the investment begins to the time at which the degree holder is assumed to retire. There are 
two types of IRR: private rates of return accruing to the individual receiving the degree and total (or social/public) 
rates of return that values the increase in GDP.”1 
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University graduates in Canada see their income increase rapidly and consistently throughout their 
careers. They experience fewer and shorter periods of unemployment, volunteer more and are more 
engaged in their social and political activities.10 According to the National Graduates Survey, median 
annual earnings among those who were working fulltime in 2007 was highest for post-secondary 
graduates at $35,000, and was even greater for doctoral graduates at $65,000.11 
 
According to the AUCC, while university graduates only represent about one quarter of the Canadian 
population, they also contribute disproportionately to the tax base, accounting for more than 40 per 
cent12 (chart 1). 

Chart 1: Income tax contributions by level of education13 

 
Source: AUCC (2012) “Income tax contributions of university graduates” 

Returns on investment of innovation 
There are spillover effects of investments in PSE for innovation when university graduates populate 
workplaces. The skills, knowledge and expertise of university graduates enhance the outputs of other 
less-educated workers. This increases adaptability and learning on the job, contributing to innovation 
and productivity.14 “A well-educated workforce means that more skilled labour is available to drive 
innovation and productivity growth in the economy.”15 Investments in innovation through university 
research will ensure Saskatchewan is a key player in Canada’s economic competitiveness.16 

Based on an annual survey the Association of University Technology Managers conducted in 2012, the U 
of S was among the top three universities in Canada for commercialization success, and in the top 20 per 
cent for North America. We have many initiatives that bring our industry partners into the university 
environment, often before the commercial value is apparent, through joint research projects or 
partnerships with external organizations. In 2011, the university had over 500 such research 
partnerships.17 In addition, licensing dollars are generated from the new knowledge produced by our 
university faculty. In 2011-12 alone, licensing revenues amounted to $16.2 million in additional 
revenues, including the Crop Development Centre (CDC) and VIDO. Revenues to the CDC and VIDO stay 
in those units.  The remaining university licensing ($9.0 million in 2011-12) income is shared among the 
inventors, their home colleges, and the university’s research enterprise through the office of the vice-
president research.  
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Table 1: Industry liaison office licenses and revenues 
   
Fiscal  Year 

 Net Active 
Licenses 

Start-ups 
Based on 
University 
Technology 

CDC and 
VIDO 
Licensing 
Income 
($1,000s) 

U of S 
Licensing 
Income  

($1,000s) 

2007-08 24 -- $1,402 $2,380 
2008-09 28 1 $4,454  $5,724 
2009-10 29 3 $4,890  $6,604 
2010-11 35 2 $5,663 $7,015  
2011-12 45  - $7,211 $9,006 

 

Returns on investment of PSE for Saskatchewan 
Saskatchewan ranked second in Canada in employment growth at an average rate of 1.6 per cent from 
2005 to 2010, second only to Alberta. Information from 2010 shows that in Saskatchewan as elsewhere, 
higher levels of education result in better job security. Employment continued to grow from 2009-10 
among those with post-secondary education in Saskatchewan “particularly with a university degree,” 18 
whereas employment fell among those with high school or less.19 Saskatchewan has ranked last or 
second-last among the provinces for the educational attainment of our workforce.20 In 2009, 51 per cent 
of the province’s workforce was made-up of post-secondary graduates, below the national average of 
60.2 per cent. 

The evidence in Saskatchewan bears out the Canadian data “that university is the most financially 
rewarding single educational decision an individual can make.”21 Real wages in the province have been 
increasing overall by approximately 1.6 per cent per year since 2006, but residents of Saskatchewan 
earn more if they have a university degree. In their lifetimes, non-Aboriginal men in Saskatchewan with 
a university degree earn approximately 37 per cent more than high school graduates. Non-Aboriginal 
women in the province earn approximately 59 per cent more if they have completed university.22  

Table 2: University of Saskatchewan’s ROI for Saskatchewan  

University of Saskatchewan      
Private returns      
Graduates from 2011-12 (undergrad & graduate)   3042 
Incremental annual income from university degree in 
Saskatchewan23 

$38,082 

Average working life   40 years 
Lifetime earnings                      $1,523,273  
Public returns     
Increase in productive capacity from 2011-12 grads 
(Incremental income of 3042 grads over 40 years) 

         $4,633,797,252  

Provincial marginal tax rate   13% 
Provincial income tax yield    $602,393,643 
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The table above shows the University of Saskatchewan’s contribution to human capital development in 
Saskatchewan based on the graduates produced only in 2011-12. The incremental annual income from a 
university degree is based on a weighted average of Howe’s (2011) individual returns on investment of 
earning a university degree in Saskatchewan for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people.24 In summary, 
the university generates approximately $4.6 billion additional productive capacity in financial benefits 
only to Saskatchewan’s economy.25 This also yields an estimated additional provincial income tax base 
of $602 million. Furthermore, higher education has a number of non-financial benefits, which pay 
dividends at rates estimated about four times the value of the additional earnings in times of life 
expectancy, overall health and happiness.26  

Returns of PSE for Aboriginal people in Saskatchewan 
Conservative estimates suggest that Aboriginal peoples in Saskatchewan will comprise about 35 per cent 
of the total population by 2050. Others suggest it could be as high as 50 per cent.27 As such, “both 
education and entrepreneurship will be profoundly important to our province’s future.”28 There are 
significant financial incentives for Aboriginal people to pursue university. Lifetime earnings for an 
Aboriginal male who has completed post-secondary education increase on average by over $0.5 million 
compared to an Aboriginal male who has not completed high school. Male Aboriginal university 
graduates will earn on average 60 per cent more in their lifetime compared to high school graduates, 
and 16 per cent more than those who attended trade school. According to Howe, “the more you learn, 
the more you earn, especially Aboriginal people.”29 

An Aboriginal female who has completed university will earn an additional $1.0 million in her lifetime 
compared to an Aboriginal female who has not completed high school. Aboriginal females who have not 
completed high school will earn only $90,000 in their lifetime, well below their male counterparts.  
Female Aboriginal university graduates will earn on average over 300 per cent more in their lifetime 
compared to Aboriginal high school graduates, and 93 per cent more than Aboriginal women who 
attended trade school. This is the greatest financial return for university education recorded in Canada 
or the United States.30  

In summary, post-secondary education (PSE) brings both monetary and non-monetary returns, for 
private citizens and the public. Investment in the University of Saskatchewan will continue to accrue 
economic benefits both for the people of Saskatchewan and the province of Saskatchewan.  

3. Financial and integrated planning  
The Board of Governors, management, individual faculty and staff are entrusted with stewardship of 
public resources, and we take this responsibility seriously. We have tools and processes to manage the 
money, use it wisely and ensure the province receives the greatest impact for its investment in the 
university. 

Multi-Year Budget Framework 2012-16 
The University of Saskatchewan’s Board of Governors approved the Multi-Year Budget Framework 
(2012-16) (MYBF) in May 2012 as a supporting document of Promise and Potential, the third integrated 
plan. Through the continuous cycle of planning and resource allocation, alignment, assessment and 
improvement, we are better positioned to ensure our resources are used efficiently and effectively.  
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This operations forecast (schedule 1) is an update to the multi-year operating budget framework, based 
on the previous year’s board-approved detailed operating budget.  Updates are made using our budget 
principles of: 

• Transparency; 
• Balanced budget in the long term; 
• Ambitious yet achievable goals; 
• Realistic requests of government; 
• Competitive tuition levels; 
• Market-based salary and benefit settlements; and 
• Effective resource allocation. 

We also employ a four-year rolling budget process in order to closely monitor our financial resources 
and annually review all the assumptions related to revenues and expenses. In addition to our request for 
the base operating grant and targeted funding, updates to key planning assumptions are provided in this 
document with respect to income from investments, tuition revenue, salary and benefit expenses, and 
utility expenses. 

Projected structural deficit to 2016 
In follow-up to the approval of the Detailed Operating Budget in May 2012, the university began to 
refine the projections made in the Multi-Year Budget Framework. Based on a revenue scenario of a 2.0 
per cent increase year-over-year in the base operating grant, a $44.5 million deficit is project by 2016 if 
no mitigating action is taken. This is represented in chart 2 below.  

Chart 2: Projected gap in revenues and expenses (as of May 2012) 

 

Projected deficit in 2012-13 and 2013-14 
The 2012-13 detailed operating budget forecasted an operating deficit of $15.5 million based on 
revenue and expense estimates and lower than requested provincial grant revenues. In 2012-13, an 
increase to the base operating grant of 2.1 per cent was awarded compared to the 5.8 per cent 
requested. In addition, the university did not receive requested operating funds of $2.97 million for the 
operating costs of the Health Sciences space. 
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Immediate action was taken that included: 

• One-time expense reductions amounting to $7.0 million:  
o deferral of operating contribution to the RenewUS project for 2012-13 of $3.5 million; 
o $1.3 million reduction in new space costs for Health Sciences D-wing by paring initial year 

expenses down to minimum required amount; 
o $1.5 million reduction in utilities cost projections; and 
o $0.7 million from refined projections in other areas. 

• Permanent expense reductions of $2.5 million: 
o planned non-salary budget increases in colleges/ units were cancelled for $0.5 million; and 
o $2.0 million was identified in refined projections for salaries and benefits.  

The remaining deficit, to be addressed through the operating budget adjustments project, amounts to 
$6.0 million for 2012-13. With no further budget reductions yet achieved for the 2012-13 fiscal year, the 
current projected deficit in 2013-14 is $16.1 million, which will be addressed through the board-
approved operating budget adjustments strategy. Drawing down the university’s reserve to cover the 
annual deficits presents a significant financial risk for the institution.  

Based on the scenario depicted in chart 2 (which may not be the worst case scenario) in May of 2012 the 
Board of Governors approved management’s strategy to reduce operating budget expenditures by 8.3 
per cent, or by $44.5 million annually by 2016. It is the university’s position that the long-term scope of 
the deficit may be reduced through strategic choices and permanent reductions early on, but that no 
single action will be sufficient to rectify the deficit. For example, if tuition were to increase by 0.5 per 
cent each year to 2016, it would result in $3.2 million in additional revenue. An incremental approach to 
RenewUS ($1.0, $2.0, $3.0 and $4.0 million) from 2012-16 would save $9.0 million. All financial scenarios 
indicate we must consider new revenue sources and significantly reduce expenditures over the planning 
cycle in order to balance the budget.  

Multi-pronged strategy for operating budget adjustments 
Over the next four years, the university is looking to make strategic choices, find efficiencies, narrow the 
range of what we do, and reduce work by eliminating lowest-priority activities. In a university, these 
processes take widespread participation and time in order to do them well.  In spite of the rigor of our 
approach, reduction of 8.5 per cent will mean difficult choices and loss of programs and services. 

The university is taking a multi-year, multi-pronged strategy to address the operating budget deficit, 
guided by principles and the priorities identified in Promise and Potential. The strategy will consider 
academic and administrative activities, with both centralized and decentralized actions. The long-term 
scope of the deficit may be reduced through strategic choices and permanent reductions early on, but 
no single action will be sufficient to rectify the deficit.  

It is anticipated that early work to balance the budget will concentrate on savings in administrative 
aspects of the university's activities. One of the first matters of business we are undertaking is workforce 
planning, which will help us take a look at our staffing strategies in all areas of campus. At 64 per cent of 
our operating budget, salaries and benefits are our largest expense. We also know that our people are 
of the greatest importance to our institution. We remain committed to attracting and retaining high 
quality faculty and staff.  

Also, considerable one-time funding will be needed to pay transition costs and manage cash flow until 
the long-term budget is brought sustainably into balance.  The Board of Governors has already 
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earmarked $10 million from university reserves for this purpose, but more will be required from other 
internal sources. We are looking at our contingency funding, or accumulated unspent balances, that 
exist within colleges and units as part of this.  

4. Lean initiatives  
Over the last decade, the university has undertaken process improvements and cost-saving measures. 
Highlights of these are summarized below. As part of the operating budget adjustments, we continue to 
explore additional measures for application of the best-practice Lean methodology in order to achieve 
further savings. To accomplish this, a cultural transformation within the organization is needed, whereby 
all resources are constantly monitored for signs of waste.    

4.1 Accomplishments to date 

Lean training 
In spring of 2012, 18 university employees undertook “yellow-belt” Lean training. They will also be 
provided training to advance through the next level of Lean certification, moving them from yellow-belt 
to green-belt status. This fall, our senior leaders also attended Lean training. Highlights of some of our 
Lean initiatives are provided below. We look forward to the possibility of working collaboratively with 
the province to support our Lean efficiency measures.  

Processing tuition payments 
We strive to balance the desire to be client-oriented with the need to be responsible with public funds 
entrusted to our institution. In 2009-10, the university paid about $0.9 million in fees to accept credit 
card payments for tuition. As of September 2010, the university announced it would no longer accept 
VISA cards for tuition payments (most Canadian universities no longer accept credit cards for tuition 
payments). In consultation with the student unions, the university chose to retain the option of tuition 
payment with MasterCard by implementing an administration fee to help offset the cost. The 
administration fee covers approximately half of the expense, which has allowed us to redirect savings 
into projects geared toward enhancing the student experience such as the university section of the 
Place Riel expansion which houses the Student Health and Counseling Centre.   

Classroom renewal  
In 2011, the Edwards School of Business purchased a new scheduling system called Infosilem to improve 
course, classroom, teaching and student scheduling. The course pedagogy determines the room 
allocations into an integrated schedule. As a result, throughout the fall and winter terms, class space in 
the N. Murray Edwards Building is maximized from the start to the end of each day. In the spring and 
summer terms, the Masters of Professional Accounting Program (MPAcc) occupies most of the daytime 
space, and undergraduate classes are scheduled in the evenings, thus maximizing the use of our 
resources. The system balances the needs of students with scarce faculty and classroom resources. The 
university is exploring a new centrally-based timetabling system for course, classroom and faculty 
scheduling. 
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Student services renewal and reinvestment  
Consumer Services2 has been the primary financial contributor for two recent capital improvement 
projects in Marquis Hall which were completed in 2012, totaling $9.0 million in investments.  Marquis 
Hall houses our primary food services operation and campus bookstore. The renewal and reinvestment 
projects provided functional space enhancements for the main bookstore resulting in consolidated and 
improved retail space; the positioning of Marquis Hall as a world-class dining and event facility; and 
infrastructure and system renewals such as the switching of refrigerant equipment from city water-
cooled to air-cooled.  The latter resulted further savings in monthly water expenses, which were 
reduced by 25 per cent. This is not only a cost savings to the university but also supports our 
sustainability efforts.  

Residences renewal and reinvestment 
Consumer Services is financially responsible for the maintenance, operations and renewal of the 
buildings where it provides its services, including residences. A portion of the revenues generated 
through the provision of these services are set aside for long-term maintenance of all residence 
facilities. This commitment has been set at a rate of $0.75 million annually. 

Alternative funding strategies for RenewUS 
Alternative funding strategies that fit within the Lean methodology have been explored to support the 
RenewUS program. A large number of our facilities were constructed at the middle of the last century. 
This presents a unique challenge to the university to balance the high level of deferred maintenance as 
well as decrease the energy consumption within buildings.  Utility cost savings have been achieved 
through two capital projects that are using utility cost savings as a capital funding source:  

1) The Campus Lighting Retrofit Project – is a $2.5 million project to upgrade lighting technology on 
campus; and 

2) The Agriculture Building Phytotron – Infrastructure Renewal Phase 1 – (Lighting Replacement 
and Retrofit) is a $2 million project to replace the lighting within the growth chambers and the 
associated ballasts for fluorescent fixtures, and including the removal of incandescent lighting.   

 
As a mechanism for identifying revenue sources for infrastructure renewal projects and programs, the 
university has established the Infrastructure Renewal Fund (IRF). The IRF is to be used for projects and 
programs that contain all of the following types of expenditures: 

• Utility and municipal infrastructure renewal (replacement or upgrading) projects or programs 
identified in the Infrastructure Master Plan and infrastructure priorities identified in the Capital 
Renewal Program. 

• Expenditures that are for infrastructure renewal (for example, the replacement of main 
electrical transformers, upgrading street lighting) that fall under the following two categories: 

1) deferred maintenance (DM) - previous repair and replacement work labelled as 
deferred for future or “catch-up” 

2) cyclical renewal(CR) - planned repair and replacement or “keep-up” 
The key source of funding for the IRF is the net revenues (that is revenues less cost of sales) from utility 
sales to the university’s external and ancillary utility customers. The IRF accumulates approximately $3 

                                                             
2 The Consumer Services Division at the University of Saskatchewan is responsible for the provision of student 
housing for both undergraduate and graduate students and the delivery of core food services for students, faculty 
and staff.   
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million annually and is being used as a supplemental funding source for an assortment of critical 
infrastructure projects. 

4.2 Ongoing and future Lean initiatives 

Energy management 
We are refining methodologies and practical applications for optimizing building performance and 
improving efficiency within the context of capital renewal.  Contemporary energy management 
programs include the upgrading and replacement of aging building systems, modifying occupant 
behaviours and retro commissioning existing building systems for optimal performance. The 
implementation of an Energy Management Program is also planned. It will be a blending of capital 
renewal, energy consumption reduction, cost savings and sustainability. These programs will not only 
address renewal but also provide financial benefits to the institution.  

Building electrical and mechanical utility systems will be upgraded resulting in improving energy 
consumption with corresponding savings in utility costs. Through the establishment of a revolving fund, 
these savings can then be applied to the capitalization of the project, providing a mechanism for 
financing future projects. 
 
The RenewUS Steering Committee is exploring a wide range of options to address our university's 
deferred maintenance issues including the possibility of entering into an Energy Performance Contract 
(EPC).  An EPC is a business partnership arrangement whereby investments in energy conservation 
measures are paid for out of the savings generated by the measures. The energy service company 
guarantees the improvements will generate energy savings to pay for the project over the term of the 
contract. Following the completion of the contract, all additional savings will accrue to the university. 

Optimizing space utilization 
Teaching methods in higher education are changing due to technological and pedagogical changes, and 
distributive learning. These require that the university change and enhance the physical spaces in which 
teaching occurs.  A comprehensive review and assessment of our current classroom and learning spaces 
will be undertaken. It will include a review of use of our existing classrooms to ensure that they are 
meeting institutional guidelines for both seat and space utilization.  Uses will also become more 
predictable with the development of a Strategic Enrolment Management Plan.  Facilities Management is 
also in the initial stages of a review of classroom and common space scheduling. The centrally-based 
timetabling system for course, classroom and faculty scheduling which is being explored will facilitate 
plans to increase student enrolment, and optimize resources in support of growth. 
 
The review of our overall space management and utilization will ensure that we are efficiently 
stewarding our campus space assets.  Renewed standards and guidelines will be re-visited to ensure 
space is being allocated effectively, efficiently and equitably. For instance, projected class sizes will be 
evaluated against our existing classroom portfolio, which will assist us in assessing the distribution and 
capacity of our current classrooms.  This assessment will confirm our need to either re-fit existing 
classrooms, or develop new classrooms within future major capital projects. Enhancements to space 
utilization through effective space management will ensure the highest and best use of space with 
resulting savings in capital, operating, and renewal funds.   
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Pilot project on procurement processes 
A Lean pilot project will be applied to the university’s procurement and inventory processes. The value 
streams were selected based on the business case for an electronic procurement system proposed using 
Lean, and was a recommendation from the Service and Process Enhancement Project.  Lean will be 
applied to gather system requirements, establish metrics and baselines (which allows objective 
measurement of improvements), and in assisting with change management.  The anticipated outcomes 
include: engaged and enthusiastic staff focused on promoting and sustaining Lean thinking; participative 
problem solving; sustainable workplace organization; documented progress against improvement 
metrics; cost savings; and documented continual improvement strategy for procurement and inventory 
processes. Outcomes and lessons learned will be applied to other opportunities to increase efficiency 
through process re-engineering across the university.  

5. Risks inherent in capital funding mechanism 
 
In addition to an operating budget deficit, other risks identified in the Multi-Year Budget Framework are 
coming to fruition and placing increased risk on the university’s financial position, most notably, capital 
debt. In the 2012-13 provincial budget the Government of Saskatchewan granted the university 
permission to borrow almost $95 million to fund its capital projects and renewal needs, with the 
province considering as part of their annual budgeting setting process the funding for the required 
principal and interest repayment. Projects funded through capital debt totalled $94.8 million in 2012-13 
and included: 

• Health Sciences capital project in the amount of $71.7 million,  
• Sustaining Capital Grant in the amount of $14.4 million, and  
• critical infrastructure renewal projects (boilers, chillers, transformers) in the amount of $9.0 

million. 

The Board works diligently to oversee prudent financial management of our resources, including debt 
and cash management.  Key metrics, which take into consideration industry standards and operational 
implications, are published in the annual report.  The additional $95 million of new borrowing places the 
university’s debt far higher than our peers, and just within the scope of our policy limits.  From an 
operational perspective, we become less attractive to lenders (only 2 institutions responded to this 
recent request for proposal), thereby limiting our ability and flexibility to respond to opportunities and 
funding challenges.  Liquidity also becomes a concern with potentially severe and damaging results.   
 
Lack of a documented commitment to the principal and interest repayment creates risk for the 
operating budget.  The University of Saskatchewan Act (section 97) requires the university’s revenues be 
used first and foremost for the repayment of principal and interest on its debts. In 2013-14 the 
payments on capital debts (including principal and interest) are projected to be approximately $15 
million. This would amount to a 5 per cent cut in our other expenditures. 
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Debt capacity 
As of 2012-13 the university’s total debt as a percentage of total revenue is 23 per cent and the total 
capital debt as a percentage of revenue available for repayment is 33 per cent, which is barely within the 
university’s policy limits. Our liquidity position with Moody’s has decreased to barely the median range.  
 
 
Table 3: U of S debt affordability according to board-approved policy 

 
Our debt per full-time equivalent (FTE) student is still within our policy guidelines (chart 3). However, it 
is projected to reach nearly two times the median for comparator universities with the new debt 
approved for 2012-13.  DBRS is an external provider of credit rating opinions, and provided the objective 
analysis in the chart below. Comparable debt capacity data with the U15 is not currently available. 
 
If external debt continues to be favoured by the Government of Saskatchewan and if borrowing is 
required to meet the additional funding needed for Health Sciences A and B wings, then debt per FTE 
would increase to $15 thousand per FTE, which both far exceeds university policy and is almost triple 
that of comparator universities.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Measure 
 
 
 

U of S 
Metric 

As at April 
2012 

 

Estimated 
External 

Debt April 
2013 

 

Comparator 
universities 

median 
(2010-11) 

Capital debt (millions)  $107.9  $199.2   $186  
Debt affordability 

Total capital debt as  % of  total  
revenue  

<  20%  12.5% 23% 32% 

Total capital debt as % of revenue 
available for repayment (general 
fund) 

<  33% 16.5% 33%  n/a 

Debt service coverage 
Ratio of principal and interest as % 
of general revenue 

< 3% 0.9% 2.0% n/a 

Resource allocation 
Total debt per full-time equivalent 
student  

 
≤ 12,000 

/FTE 

 
6,223 

 
11,493 

 
6,876 
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Chart 3: Debt per FTE comparison 
 

 
Source: DBRS (June, 2012) “Industry Study: Canada’s Universities, No Break from a Challenging Environment,” 28.  
 
The change from what was primarily a cash-funding model to a debt-funding model can be a prudent 
way for the province to fund capital projects, but it creates concerns about the university’s total debt 
relative to our peers and it restricts our ability to use debt financing to fund future critical projects and 
strategic opportunities.   

Cash grant  
For the 2013-14 fiscal year, we request funding for capital projects and renewal be provided in the form 
of a cash grant, rather than through borrowing room. The board approved capital debt policy states that 
“capital debt is restricted to approved capital projects that will produce verifiable incremental revenues 
or cost savings and have a feasible repayment plan.”31 While the residences fit these criteria, deferred 
maintenance and the sustaining capital grant have little, if any, potential for future revenue generation.   
 
Principal and interest repayments have not formally been guaranteed by the government, which places 
the university at risk given future exposure to government turnover or changing economic conditions. 
The estimated cost of financing government sponsored external debts is $15 million annually over a 10-
year amortization using projected borrowing rates. This is compared to $4.0 million annual payment 
over the same time period in 2012-13, before this additional capital debt was taken on.  
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6. Priority budget requests for 2013-14  
We are projecting $294.9 million for the base operating grant, $26.4 million for continuing targeted 
initiatives, $48.4 million in capital funding, plus  principal and interest repayments on capital debts. A 
summary of priority budget requests for the base operating grant, continuing targeted operating, and 
capital initiatives is: 

1) Operating 
• Operating grant increase of 2 per cent, for total of $294.9 million 
• Continuing targeted initiatives funding of $26.4 million 

2) Capital   
• Capital funding for Health Sciences project of $5.5 million 
• Capital funding for RenewUS of $25 million 
• Sustaining capital grant of $14.4 million including inflationary increase 
• Distributive education health sciences space in Regina of $3.5 million 

3) Principal and interest repayment of approximately $15 million 

Updated planning assumptions 
Key planning assumptions have been updated with respect to revenues and expenditures in order to 
develop the operations forecast.  

6.1 Revenues 

Base operating grant  
We are projecting an increase of 2.0 per cent or 
$5.8 million, $294.9 million in total. This is less 
than the 7.9 per cent increase required to 
balance the budget (not including targeted 
funding). Our assumptions have been updated 
based on consultations and revenue forecasts 
provided by the government.  

The following are three potential scenarios for 
the base operating grant, and the impact they 
would have on the university: 
 

• With an increase of 2.0 per cent, before further operating budget reductions, we are projecting 
a deficit of $16.1 million. Work is underway to balance the budget by 2015-16. 

• To maintain operations at the status quo and balance the budget would require a 10.9 per cent 
increase to base and targeted funding, or $339.1 million in 2013-14. An increase of 7.9 per cent 
to the base operating grant alone of $312 million would be required. 

• A zero per cent increase would result in an operating budget deficit of $21.5 million. 

Targeted operating 
We are projecting $26.4 million in targeted operating funding. This amount includes previous 
commitments related to medicine class size expansion, nursing program expansion, academic renal 
transplant program, the Canada Excellence Research Chair (CERC), library outreach, the International 
Centre for Northern Governance and Development (ICNGD) and the Meewasin Valley Authority (MVA) 

69% 

23% 

4% 3% 1% 

Projected Revenues: $470M  

Provincial
government $324.6

Tuition $109.9

Other government
(WCVM) $20.1

Investments $11.5

Other income $4.2
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flow through. It also includes operating costs and standard capital renewal for Health Sciences new 
space (D and E Wings). 
 
Continued funding plus increases for medicine and nursing expansion account for over half ($16.6 
million) of the total targeted request. The medicine increase is projected based on the updated seat 
rate, growth in total seats and general escalation at 2 per cent. Nursing expansion is projected at an 
increase of 2 per cent rate and continuing Nursing NEPS funding. 

Health Sciences functional space operating and capital renewal costs represent 22 per cent of the 
request ($5.7million) and are based on a hybrid forecast which uses full operating costs for D Wing 
which will be fully functional in 2013-14 and a phased in estimate of actuals costs for E wing which will 
ramp-up to full operations in 2013-14.  The increased salary and benefit costs associated with the new 
space ($1.2m) are included in the salary and benefit line item. 

For the CERC in 2013-14 (the fourth year of the program), the request for funding from the province is 
$2.1 million (which would bring the province to $3.8 million of its total $10 million over 7 years 
commitment). We are forecasting CERC program partner revenues of $1.4 million from the Government 
of Canada and $1.7 million in university and donor funding. Our success at attracting additional funding 
has enhanced the CERC research program: just under $1 million is projected from both Environment 
Canada and Canadian Foundation for Innovation for 2013-14. 

ICNDG, academic renal transplant program, MVA and Library outreach make up the remaining $1.9 
million in targeted operating funding requested.  ICNGD and MVA are escalated at 2 percent and Library 
outreach is held constant from the previous year. Renal includes reduction from 2012-13 projections 
given direct payments made for the program by the Ministry of Health. 

 
Provincial targeted funding 
The table to the right summarizes the 
incremental funding required for commitments 
previously made regarding targeted initiatives.  
 
In total, the targeted funding for ongoing 
commitments is projected to increase by 5.24 
per cent (base plus continuing targeted) or 
$10.2 million in additional operating funding 
from 2012-13. 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4: Provincial targeted funding projection 

Tuition: projected overall increase of 5.5 per cent  
Tuition revenue is projected to increase by 5.5 per cent overall in 2013-14. The projection is made based 
on the overall combination of rate and enrolment increases. In 2013-14 tuition rates are projected to 
increase between 4-5 per cent on average at the University of Saskatchewan. Enrolment is projected to 
increase by 0.8 per cent (enrolment projections will become more accurate as the Strategic Enrolment 
Management project unfolds). The average undergraduate rate increase is projected to be about 5 per 
cent and graduate tuition is projected to increase by about 3.5 per cent.  
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The university’s tuition rate strategy is based on three principles: comparability, affordability and 
accessibility, and enabling quality.  The board has set tuition rates in accordance with this tuition 
strategy since it was approved in the fall of 2009. As such tuition rates directly relate to the experience 
that the U of S is able to offer; rates are not set to balance the short term needs of the university. 
 
In 2012-13 we also entered into a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the province on tuition 
rates.  As the province is concerned with similar issues as the university, we were able to agree to 
setting recommended tuition rate increases for selected direct entry undergraduate programs at 4.0 per 
cent to enhance affordability and access, and to limit increases to 9.0 per cent for other direct entry and 
professional programs, and one justified exceptional rate. Tuition rates have been projected based on 
the assumption that a similar conversation will take place this year. The Board of Governors will consider 
tuition rates for approval in the spring.  
 

6.2 Expenses 

Salaries and benefits: overall increase of 4.4 per cent 
The cost of salaries and benefits is projected to increase overall by 4.4 per cent in 2013-14. This includes 
negotiated settlements with the university’s
employee groups, and progress through the 
ranks, reduced by retirements and turnover. 
Our competitive recruitment packages and 
compensation methodology allow us to provide 
attractive salaries based on market 
comparisons. We will also undertake a 
workforce planning project as part of the 
strategy to balance the operating budget. We 
are entering into negotiations of new collective 
agreements according to the following expiry 
dates: Canadian Union of Public Employees 
(CUPE) 1975 - December 31, 2012; University of 
Saskatchewan Faculty Association (USFA) - June 
30, 2013; Administrative and Supervisory 
Personnel Association (ASPA) - April 30, 2014; 
and CUPE 3287 (sessionals)- August 31, 2014. 

 

 

 
Our salary and retention strategies have enabled us to recruit and retain highly qualified people. In 
2012, the third integrated plan identified the need to develop a People Plan, which will guide these 
efforts. It is our way of bringing the best and brightest minds to the Province  
of Saskatchewan. 

Pensions: projected payment of $4.67 million 
Pension payment amounts will be based on actuarial valuations of the three defined benefit plans as of 
December 31, 2012.  The amount of going concern deficit will continue to vary based on investment 
returns for the remainder of 2012.  
  
Final actuarial valuations will be received by April 2013. Final regulations regarding the total additional 

64% 

1% 

5% 
2% 

10% 

2% 12% 

3% 1% 

Projected Expenses $486M  
Salaries and benefits
$312.3
Pension payment $4.7

Utilities $24.8

Library acquisitions
$10.1
Other $50.8

Academic priorities
fund $8.4
Directed intiatives
$56.1
Student enhancements
$13.6
Capital renewal $5.0
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pension payments are still under development by the superintendent of pensions. We expect to know 
the outcomes in late 2012 or early 2013.  
 
Based on modeling several different scenarios (for example different rates of return, margin 
percentages, amortization periods and start dates) projected annual pension payments range from $6.3 
to $14.3 million. If solvency relief is not granted, annual payments could reach $35 million. For purposes 
of the operations forecast, it is projected that $10.0 million payment will be required starting with the 
calendar year 2014, and that the current payment level will continue until then. This results in an 
estimated $4.67 million payment for the 2013-14 fiscal year. The amount of pension payment that will 
be required still presents a significant risk for the university, particularly in the context of a structural 
deficit.  

Health Sciences operating: request of $5.72 million (excluding salaries and benefits) 
The Health Sciences Project is more than a physical building - it is the largest capital project in the 
university’s history. It builds on our proud heritage and represents an investment in the future of 
health and education in the province. While the facility itself will be impressive, the interdisciplinary 
research and teaching that will take place inside the building will attract talented medical personnel, 
educators and researchers, to the benefit of students and the general population of Saskatchewan.  

We are Saskatchewan’s only medical-doctoral university and the Health Sciences Project is an example 
of a shared vision with the province to increase the quality of care for all Saskatchewan residents. The 
health-team approach will enable the province improve how health care is delivered and contribute to 
medical research. For example, U of S surgery department head Dr. Alan Casson and Canadian Light 
Source (CLS) scientist Luca Quaroni used the CLS’s infrared microscope technology to study a condition 
known as Barrett's esophagus in which the tissue lining of the esophagus is replaced by tissue that is 
similar to the lining of the intestine. In some cases, Barrett’s esophagus leads to a deadly type of 
esophageal cancer. No signs or symptoms are associated with the condition which is commonly found in 
people with acid reflux disease. With the help of the synchrotron the team was able to identify Barrett’s 
esophagus cells from the unique chemical fingerprint of the cells.  

Table 5 summarizes the total costs for D 
wing in 2013-14 and the incremental effect 
of E wing opening in 2014-15. The salaries in 
the table are included in the salaries and 
benefits line of the schedule (appendix A). A 
modified methodology for the D wing 2012-
13 mid-year projection was used, 
considering the actual ramp-up cost in the 
first year of opening.   
 
 
 

Table 5: Health Sciences operating projections 

 

D wing is sometimes referred to as the Biomedical Wing. The occupants will be primarily biomedical 
researchers from medicine, pharmacy and nutrition, along with the Saskatoon Cancer Centre and faculty 
associated with groups from other colleges. The building features large open research laboratories 
designed to foster interaction and support a multi-disciplinary workplace.  Many areas within D Wing are 
nearing completion and D Wing will be fully functional in 2013-14. E wing is expected to be completed in 

2013-14 2014-15
Utilities & Maintenance $3,895,491 $5,712,355
Telephone and ICT
Infrastructure equipment repair and renewal 276,500 276,500
Subtotal 4,171,991 5,988,855

Salaries & Benefits - CHSDO 1,048,097 1,087,644
Non-salary - CHSDO 164,050 164,050

Building Capital Renewal $1,545,000 $2,724,350
Total incremental operating costs and 
building capital renewal $6,929,138 $9,964,899

Total incremental operating costs $5,384,138 $7,240,549
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2013-14 and will ramp-up to full operations during the course of that fiscal year; both will be fully operational by 
2014-15. 

In the fall of 2011, as D Wing was approaching completion the university projected in its 2011-12 
operations forecast that $4.5 million ($3 million for operating costs based on the FIMP methodology and 
$1.5 million for capital renewal) would be required for the D Wing in 2012-13, the year the wing opened.  
Subsequently, actual costs for D wing in the opening year of operations were estimated using a refined 
methodology and pared back to $1.7 million. The refined methodology recognizes that actual estimated 
costs in the year of opening would be lower than the FIMP rate. A separate mid-year request to the 
province was submitted for this amount during 2012-13. No funding for operating costs or capital 
renewal for D Wing has been provided to date. 
 
The refined methodology continues to be used for the 2013-14 projection by estimating actual ramp-up 
costs in the year of opening and projecting based on the FIMP3 model when the space becomes fully 
functional. This method provides consistency, while better estimating the costs in the year that a given 
wing opens. The total projected operating funding is $6.9 million, including salary costs. Total 
incremental operating costs are projected at $5.4 million in 2013-14, comprised of $4.17 million in 
operating funding (full FIMP for D Wing and estimated actual ramp-up costs for E Wing), and $1.2 
million for the salary and non-salary operations of the Council of Health Sciences Deans’ Office (CHSDO). 
Building capital renewal costs are projected at $1.5 million (full amount for D Wing and zero for E Wing) 
for 2013-14. 

Update on the College of Medicine organisational restructuring 
Alongside a long history of vital service to the province of Saskatchewan, education and research are 
essential components of the college’s mission and critical to its role as a key academic unit within the 
university. Over the past 20 years, a number of changes have occurred that have profoundly affected 
the college’s ability to deliver on its mission. Today, the college faces specific challenges that must be 
dealt with expeditiously: accreditation issues, research performance, and service and interface with 
the health system.  

On May 17, after several months of consultation and development of a concept to restructure the 
college, University Council passed a motion to restructure the College of Medicine. A dean’s advisory 
committee was struck and immediately began planning for implementation. It includes members from 
within the college, the health regions, the ministries of health and education, and administrators of the 
university. 

Over the summer, the College of Medicine Faculty Council garnered support (50+ signatures) to enact a 
provision of the University Act that required the president to convene a special meeting of the General 
Academic Assembly (GAA). The primary concern expressed by medicine faculty was that the 
restructuring proposal was imposed upon them without sufficient time for consideration or to provide 
input. On September 6th, the GAA passed a motion requiring University Council to reconsider its 
decision of May 17th. 

                                                             
3 “FIMP”, which stands for the Facilities and Infrastructure Management Plan, is the methodology currently used 
by the university to estimate costs associated with new space for utilities and custodial and maintenance services 
by University staff. The FIMP methodology is based on average maintenance levels for all buildings across campus. 
FIMP covers the cost of standard building systems (utilities, HVAC and other similar systems), interior custodial 
services and exterior maintenance. 
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The president, in discussion with representatives of the College of Medicine faculty council, university 
council and the provost’s office, brought the parties to an agreement on September 12th. It was agreed 
that the university would pull central administrative support for the current concept plan provided that 
the College dean's advisory committee and work in concert with the Faculty Council of the college to 
present an alternative plan for approval to University Council at the December meeting.  If no 
alternative plan is forthcoming that addresses critical criteria, the original May 2012 restructuring 
concept will be re-introduced at that time. On Sept 20, University Council voted down the reaffirmation 
of the May 17 motion, allowing the agreement to be put into action. Details of the renewal, including 
progress on development of an Academic Clinical Funding Plan, are available online at 
http://medicine.usask.ca/renewal. 

The restructuring of the College of Medicine is central to the university’s commitment to effectiveness, 
efficiency, and accountability. A medical school is an important driver of knowledge and innovation. We 
are aware of our responsibility to meet the province’s expectations of Saskatchewan’s only medical 
school, and of the implications for the future health and well being of the citizens of Saskatchewan.  

7. Funding outside of the operating grant 

Science and Technology Envelope 
The university acknowledges and is grateful for the ongoing operating funding from the Science and 
Technology Envelope provided by the Government of Saskatchewan for: 

• CLS operating $4.1 M, unchanged from prior year 
• VIDO operating $3.5 M, unchanged from 2012-13 
• InterVac operating - $3.3M, increase of $1.2 M 

 
The province of Saskatchewan, through the Ministry of Advanced Education, provides funding through 
the Innovation and Science Fund (ISF) to Saskatchewan universities, colleges, and research institutes. 
This ISF funding supports matching funding requirements for projects receiving approval and funding 
from the Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI), the Canada Research Chairs (CRC), the Canadian 
Health Services Research Foundation (CHSRF), and the provincial portion of the Medical Research 
Council Regional Partnership Program (MRCRPP), or its successor under the newly established Canadian 
Institutes for Health Research (CIHR).   

Innovation and Science Fund 
Continued commitments from the Innovation and Science Fund (ISF) promote research excellence in 
Saskatchewan. The fund provides an ongoing commitment to CFI and CRC projects of $6.3M, a decrease 
from 2012-13. The university has been using its allocation from the ISF envelope to support 
VIDO/InterVac capital costs to 2011-12, ongoing start-up and operating funds for the Canada Research 
Chairs program, and as matching funds for various projects funded by the Canada Foundation for 
Innovation (CFI). 

We have managed spending within the available ISF allocation in all past years and expect to have $0.3 
million at the end of 2012-13. However, based on current commitments towards ongoing CFI and CRC 
projects, the ISF is projected to be in a $1.6 million deficit by the end of 2013-14. There are also pending 
CFI large-scale competitions with results to be announced in fall 2012 that may require up to $7.5 
million in additional funding. 

http://medicine.usask.ca/renewal
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We look forward to discussions with the Ministry of Advanced Education regarding the potential for 
additional funding in order to increase the flexibility of funding and maintain the ability of the university 
and the province to leverage federal funding through the programs of the CFI. 

8. Capital priorities  
Capital is about more than buildings. It is about structure and systems that enable, teaching, learning 
and discovery.  The Multi-Year Capital Plan (MYCP) provides the capital resource strategy in support of 
Promise and Potential. For 2013-14, we are requesting $43.4 million for capital funding in the form of a 
cash grant, in addition to principal and interest repayments of approximately $15 million. Capital 
funding includes: 

• $5.5 million for the Health Sciences facility capital component; 
• Distributive education health sciences space in Regina of $3.5 million; 
• $25.0 million in funding for RenewUS; 
• Maintenance of the funding level of the Sustaining Capital Grant (SCG), $14.4 million for 

ongoing renewal including an inflationary increase;  
and  

• Principal and interest repayment of approximately $15 million. 

The Multi-Year Capital Plan  
In 2012, the university approved the Multi-Year Capital Plan: 2012-16 as part of Promise and Potential, 
the third integrated plan. The plan identified capital projects (>$0.5 million), programs and priorities 
that are emerging or underway in support of the university’s priorities. Multi-year and subsequent 
annual capital plans are aligned with the university’s academic priorities and processes. Over the next 
four years, the university’s overarching capital priorities are to: 

• implement a renewal and revitalization program - RenewUS; 
• develop new strategic capital projects aligned with our academic priorities; 
• explore new and innovative ways to use the university’s land base; and 
• ensure that our growing distance education and distributive learning programs are 

appropriately supported. 

Capital priorities below are in alignment with the university’s academic priorities and MYCP.  

Health Sciences capital: request for $5.5 million 
The Health Sciences project is approaching its latter stages of development with D wing occupancy 
beginning in the fall of 2012 and E wing occupancy scheduled to begin the summer of 2013.  A 
corresponding reduction in cash flow requirements is reflected with only $5.5 million required for 2013-
14.   

Based on current estimates and project planning, there will be a further need of $21.8 million in 2014-15 
and $11.1 million in 2015-16 with project completion scheduled for 2017. If the university is asked to 
use external debt to meet the additional funding required from 2013-14 to 2015-16 for Health Sciences 
A and B wings, debt per FTE in 2015 would increase to an excess of both the university guidelines and 
debt levels at comparator universities. 
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Distributed health sciences 
To contribute to rural economic development in Saskatchewan, we strive to provide more University of 
Saskatchewan students the option of learning where they live. We are committed to increasing our 
Aboriginal programming and to offering programs in locations that serve our Aboriginal population 
better than the on-campus model. Providing distance education (or distributed education?) will help us 
accomplish this. 
 
For many years, the university has partnered with regional colleges and other post-secondary 
educational institutions to deliver programming to students (in arts and science, education, nursing, 
medicine, agriculture and bioresources) in their communities throughout Saskatchewan. We will 
continue to work closely with regional colleges to identify opportunities for post-secondary education 
throughout the province. 
 
In support of distance education and distributive learning during 2012-2013 we will be: 

• opening new facilities for the Family Medicine Unit, College of Medicine in Regina (fall 2012);  and 
• opening new facilities to support the College of Nursing program in Regina as part of the Distributive 

Health Science Education Program (fall 2012). 

As we expand and enhance programs and services in facilities around the province we will be formalizing 
the technological requirements for high-quality course delivery through distance education and 
distributive learning and we will be assessing the ability of our partners (such as regional colleges, and 
First Nations learning centres) to deliver this programming. In 2012-13, the vice-provost (teaching and 
learning) will assemble a taskforce to formalize the technological requirements for the delivery of 
courses in off-campus sites and will begin working with our partners to deliver this programming.  

Regina nursing campus capital costs of $3.5 million 
University of Saskatchewan students can complete their entire nursing degrees without leaving their 
home communities in La Ronge, Ile-a-la-Crosse, Prince Albert, Saskatoon and Regina. The university can 
admit 345 undergraduate nursing students in the province each year. There are currently 15 nursing 
seats in the North, 40 in Prince Albert, 125 in Saskatoon and 115 in Regina. 
 
A new Regina nursing campus is located at 4400 Fourth Avenue (the Orr Centre), on the corner of Fourth 
and Lewvan Drive. The Orr Centre features classrooms, simulations labs, and spaces for students to 
study and interact. The university gratefully acknowledges the province’s provision, when the new 
program was funded, of annual operating funding for lease payments in Regina. The current request 
relates to capital improvement costs associated with the lease. Using this local infrastructure allows the 
university to educate more nurses with minimal capital investment. Nursing students can study to 
receive a Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN), Post-Degree BSN, a Master of Nursing (M.N.), and Nurse 
Practitioner Post Graduate Certificate, or a PhD. The capital request to the province for this facility is 
$3.5 million. Recent cost estimates suggest there may be potential for efficiencies. Actual costs will be 
confirmed in the spring of 2013.  
 
The university is also actively working to secure space in Prince Albert required for the College of 
Nursing Distributed Health Sciences Program.  Pending the final acquisition of the space, there may be a 
need for capital and operating funds for space fit-up and occupancy costs, for commencement of the 
program in 2013-14.  
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RenewUS request provincial government contribution of $25 million  
For 2013-14, we are requesting a contribution from the provincial government of $25 million toward 
RenewUS, which will be leveraged with funding from a $5.0 million investment from the university. This 
year, we will also develop the other aspects of our funding plan, including the potential for fundraising, 
public-private partnerships (P3s), and student fees. The RenewUS request is in addition to the Sustaining 
Capital Grant, which will also support the RenewUS priorities.  

Sustaining Capital Grant (ongoing cyclical renewal) request of $14.4 million  
The Sustaining Capital Grant (SCG) will be rolled into the RenewUS program, and maintained at a level of 
$14.4 million (2 per cent inflationary increase over the $14.1 million provided in 2012-13). This will 
ensure core capital and the operational needs of the university are maintained while simultaneously 
addressing deferred maintenance and renewal. The SCG provided annually by the provincial government 
is allotted to eight capital programs. These capital programs address ongoing renewal and replacement 
priorities for buildings, infrastructure, technology and equipment, support strategic priorities and 
address the capital debt associated with past major capital projects necessitated by severe deferred 
maintenance issues. The SCG funding and its associated capital programs is managed under the 
RenewUS program. 

8.1 RenewUS background and update 
RenewUS is a comprehensive renewal and revitalization program established in 2011. The program is 
primarily focused on addressing critical deferred maintenance issues by blending them with the 
academic renewal of teaching, learning and research buildings and spaces.  The current data suggest 
that the university has a deferred maintenance backlog with an estimated value of $543 million.  This 
number has been reduced from the previous estimates as a result of progress made in 2011-12 and 
updated data.  

The RenewUS program is designed to steward and coordinate three distinct components of renewal and 
revitalization of deferred maintenance, aligned with academic renewal, using different approaches 
(principles, criteria, and funding strategies).  These three components are: 

• the renewal and revitalization of core campus buildings;   
• major capital projects addressing critical infrastructure issues; and 
• ongoing cyclical renewal of non-core campus buildings through funding provided through the 

annual SCG.  

Over the next four years, the university will focus primarily on the RenewUS capital program, an 
innovative and comprehensive program designed to address the university’s critical capital deficiencies 
based on leading practice for capital renewal in higher education. RenewUS will concentrate on the core 
campus through alignment of academic renewal with deferred maintenance, while addressing critical 
infrastructure issues.  RenewUS will emphasize the core campus, but will not lose sight of the need to 
renew, modernize and adapt capital assets outside the core. 

In support of our capital priorities, the university will also undertake a number of activities to enhance 
our capital planning processes.  These activities include the completion of major capital projects, the 
development of a capital framework, a capital needs assessment, and renewing the information and 
communications technology governance model. 
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RenewUS capital funding plan 
The long-term funding plan for RenewUS is provided below. In partnership with the province, industry, 
and donors, along with university funds, we will address our capital renewal and deferred maintenance 
backlog to align with the academic priorities of the university. In 2012-13, the university contributed 
$1.0 million from operating funding to further develop RenewUS through studies, planning, assessments 
and design, including the initiation of a capital needs and academic renewal assessment for our 
academic core.  

The investment from 2012-13 was reduced as a one-time measure to balance the budget, but cannot be 
deferred another year. In 2013-14, we plan to dedicate $5.0 million from the operating budget to 
RenewUS (an update on critical infrastructure projects from 2012-13 is provided in appendix C).  

Table 6: RenewUS future phases proposal of a $250 million program over five years 

Funding Plan Expenses 

Annual sustaining capital  Annual sustaining capital  
Sustaining Capital Grant ($14/yr x5) $70M Ongoing capital renewal $70M 
Targeted funding  Targeted funding 

Academic Buildings 
 

Fundraising $25M - Ranked by FCI and academic priority 
i.e Arts, Physics, Murray and Biology 

$180M 

Student fee (~$50 per student) $5M Infrastructure  
Operating contribution ($5M/yr) 
New provincial contribution ($25M/yr) 

$25M 
$125M 

- Utilities and municipal 
- Information and communications 
technology   

 

    
Total =$250M Total  =$250M 

 New investment of $25 million annually yields $250 million in renewal 

 

Campus core renewal 
During the next four years, RenewUS will focus on the renewal and revitalization of core area academic 
teaching and research facilities that require modernization to undertake current-day practices and 
techniques.   The classrooms and laboratories in buildings such as Physics (constructed in 1920), Arts 
Building (constructed in 1959-1961), Biology (constructed in 1961), and the Murray Building 
(constructed in 1955) require renewal, revitalization and adaptation to support changing research and 
teaching pedagogies.   These buildings were selected based on their importance to the academic 
mission; facilities condition index (FCI); risk to health, safety and environment; compliance with building 
codes and regulatory requirements; threat to university operability; ease of implementation; and 
sustainability and heritage preservation.   
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RenewUS priorities 2013-14  
As with the design of the new Health Sciences Project, academic renewal will foster and promote 
collaboration within disciplines. The most recent condition assessment of these buildings is provided in 
the chart below. Using leading practice methodology, we have selected four buildings within the campus 
core that align with our academic priorities as priorities for renewal in 2013-14. Among them is the 
Physics Building, which is the oldest building of the four (the original Physics wing was constructed in 
1920). 
 
This chart summarizes the current facilities condition index (FCI) of key academic buildings on campus.4 
The data assists the university identifying critical deferred maintenance issues annually in order to 
establish priority areas for funding.  

Chart 4: FCI of key academic buildings 

    

Campus core renewal and academic alignment 
The College of Arts and Science’s population is changing, particularly with the increasing cohort of 
Aboriginal students. The Arts Building is the physical home to the Aboriginal Student Achievement Office 
and the comprehensive program option for first-year Aboriginal students, the Aboriginal Student 
Achievement Program. The success of Aboriginal students is vital to our core mission, and these 
buildings, which are central to the operations of programs in the College of Arts and Science, have 
therefore been identified as priority. The functions of the Murray Building and the Biology Building are 
also closely associated with these priorities and selected for renewal.  

The university also needs to ensure that research infrastructure is adequate, including lab spaces. We 
will develop the means to provide the start-up facilities required by new faculty. 

 

                                                             
4 FCI (Facility Condition Index) is an indicator of facilities condition calculated as deferred maintenance relative to 
current replacement value. An FCI of less than 5% indicates facilities are in good condition, 5-10% indicates fair 
condition and greater than 10% indicates poor condition. Current FCI figures are based on building assessments 
completed between 2001 and 2006, escalated to reflect an estimate of current market costs (note that roof and 
infrastructure assessments were the focus from 2007 to 2010). Updated assessments are being scheduled for the 
next five year period, starting later this year. 
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Table 7: Summary of 2011-12 condition assessment results 
Building Deferred maintenance 
New Condition Assessments - 2012-2017 DM  
Arts Building $34,503,786 
Murray Building $25,030,003 
Biology Building $12,720,842 
Physics Building $14,086,837 
Total  $86,341,468 
 

Building system renewal     
Academic program renewal within RenewUS corresponds to our priorities for renewal and replacement 
of critical deferred maintenance and infrastructure.  The university has prioritized building components 
and systems that require renewal to ensure potential system failures do not impact academic programs.   

While each of the four buildings has specific building components there are several common priority 
items within each of the buildings that require renewal.  These include:  electrical branch circuit panels, 
exterior window replacements, replacement of air handling equipment and distribution systems, 
emergency power systems, roof eaves and soffits, building controls and instrumentation.  

Information and Communications Technology renewal 
The university’s information and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure serves students, 
instructors, research and staff in all buildings similarly to the way that boilers, chillers and transformers 
serve the whole campus. Demand continues to grow. The use of campus wireless network doubles every 
two years or sooner, for example as more users bring wireless devices to the campus. The cost to 
implement a major new ICT system can range from hundreds of thousands, to millions of dollars, and 
operating costs can be approximately 20 per cent of the implementation cost.  

Like other forms of infrastructure, the ICT infrastructure must be maintained, refreshed and occasionally 
replaced. The capital renewal cycle of ICT is short – two to four years for many components. Even with a 
five-year renewal cycle, at least $20 million would be required annually to renew the university’s ICT 
infrastructure. The RenewUS project will provide critical capital funding to ensure the university’s ICT 
infrastructure continues to meet the needs of students, faculty, researchers and staff.  

Examples of RenewUS projects: classrooms 
A primary focus of RenewUS in 2013-14 (Arts, Physics, Biology and Murray Buildings) will be the renewal 
and enhancement of classrooms.  The Arts Building serves as our major classroom building on campus, 
and comprises approximately 20 per cent of the university’s total classroom inventory.  These four 
buildings also house 10 lecture theatres, which encompass 40 per cent of our campus lecture theatre 
portfolio. 
 
The Arts building classroom wing contains over 20 classrooms and has not had a major retrofit since its 
original construction in 1959.  Over the past summer, the university undertook a “mini-RenewUS” 
project in the arts classroom wing.   An original 1959 classroom and an adjoining workspace were 
revitalized with the result being a state-of the-art classroom with full multimedia technology and 
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functional workspaces. The renovation package included asbestos abatement, mechanical and electrical, 
system upgrades, new flooring and ceilings, new furnishings and the installation of new multimedia 
technology. 

All students, regardless of discipline, need classrooms that facilitate modern teaching pedagogy and 
learning and as indicated earlier in the Lean initiatives, the classrooms will consider the best practice 
methodology during renewal. 

9. New initiatives  
In addition to the priority budget items listed above, we have also included a section on potential new 
initiatives that may be of interest to the Government of Saskatchewan. These include: 

• Graduate scholarship funding of $2.0 million annually, phased in over 4 years; 
• Architecture year one operating and capital of $0.39 million, $2.3 million by year five; 
• International Centre for Northern Governance and Development (ICDNG) $0.5M master’s 

program; 
• Rehabilitation sciences at $2.4 million annually. 

Graduate student funding $2.0 million annually 
The global knowledge economy requires highly qualified people. Lower numbers of graduates employed 
in Saskatchewan means a less-educated labour force, less innovation, lower wages, and lowered 
potential economic growth and development for the province. Continued investment in PSE, with 
incentives to keep grads in the province, is key to addressing this gap.  

According to the chart on the right, looking only at those in the workforce with graduate degrees in the 
province, Saskatchewan is in last place across the country. In absolute terms, the difference between 
Saskatchewan and the national average is 18,000 persons with a graduate degree.We are examining 
ways to provide highly competitive awards to recruit the best and brightest in signature areas of 
research:  

• Aboriginal Peoples: Engagement and 
Scholarship;  

• Agriculture: Food and Bioproducts  
• Energy and Mineral Resources,  
• One Health: Solutions at the Animal-

Human- Environment Interface;  
• Synchrotron Sciences, Water Security.  

 
We are proposing that provincial funding be 
provided of $2.0 million annually, to be phased 
in over 4 years in support of graduate student 
recruitment. Funding will support competitive 
awards in signature areas, of approximately $25 
thousand for 2 years for master’s students, and 
$35 thousand for 4 years for doctoral students.  
  

Source: SaskTrends Monitor, 2011 
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In follow-up to the Graduate Chairs Workshop on Graduate Scholarships and Awards, the College of 
Graduate Studies and Research established a strategic advisory committee to review graduate funding 
across the university. The mandate is to explore existing funding mechanisms and alignment with our 
strategic directions; to compare our funding competitiveness with U15 universities; and, to explore 
opportunities to enhance the effectiveness of our funding programs by changing university regulations, 
processes or program scopes.   
 

Architecture program $0.39 million year one, $2.3million fully phased-in 
The province continues to experience the greatest period of sustained development in our history. The 
architectural profession must expand to ensure this development is of high quality, creates humane and 
liveable places, is environmentally responsible, and advances our culture.   Significant progress toward 
the proposed program in architecture at the University of Saskatchewan has occurred since submission 
of the 2012-13 Operations Forecast.   
 
The dean of the College of Engineering has enthusiastically championed the development of a school of 
architecture within the college, recognizing the substantive benefits of a strong relationship between 
the two complementary entities, as has occurred in other institutions (examples: McGill, Waterloo). 
Deans of architecture from three major Canadian universities attended a peer advisory session on 
campus to review our draft academic program.  The outcome was a solid endorsement of the 4 + 2 
program based on themes of design for winter communities and indigeneity in architecture.  Our peers 
encouraged the institution to engage an architectural scholar in residence to further refine the program; 
to further develop a unique identity; and to coordinate broader promotion of a school of architecture, 
including the initiation of province-wide awareness, and fundraising campaigns.   

The City of Saskatoon has committed the John Deere Plow building for the location of the school; a 
historic 5000 square metre warehouse in the north downtown.  There is general agreement that the 
school of architecture will be a major catalyst for urban and cultural revitalization in the north 
downtown, and a much needed complement to south downtown, based on the tremendous synergies 
that have occurred in other mid-size cities that have had the opportunity to develop a school in the 
downtown of those cities. The academic benefits of a downtown presence are numerous. 

At the May 2012 annual general meeting of the Saskatchewan Association of Architects, a commitment 
of $120,000 ($30,000 per year over 4 years) was made to support the engagement of an Interim 
Director or Scholar in Residence at the U of S.  

A business case in support of the program has been developed which concludes that the proposed 
architecture program is viable. A copy of the document has been submitted to the Ministry of Advanced 
Education.  The business case includes a fundraising and awareness campaign with industry, businesses, 
and professionals.  In the first year, the operating costs of the program are projected at $147 thousand; 
and capital at $242 thousand.  A unique model of private-public capital development partnership is 
being explored which may potentially limit the provincial funding requirements. 

International Centre for Northern Governance and Development additional $0.5 million 
Additional funding in the amount of $0.5 million has been requested by the International Centre for 
Northern Governance and Development (ICNGD) to develop a master’s program. The centre was 
established in January 2009 to enhance the capacity of Saskatchewan’s struggling northern communities 
through relevant and accessible program options as well as applied community research. The North’s 
predominantly untapped and disengaged workforce, where Aboriginal peoples comprise approximately 
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85 per cent of the population, is a critical factor in Saskatchewan’s economic development. The ICNGD 
designs programs and research initiatives that serve Northern Saskatchewan, its resources and its 
peoples. 
 
Provincial government support has enabled the Centre to leverage $1.9 million in Norwegian 
government funding over the next three years. These funds will be used to collaborate on several 
research initiatives that affect northern regions in both countries. The centre was one of only two 
successful applications (awarded $430,000 by the University of Tromsø) in a highly competitive 
international grant competition in Norway to support international master’s cooperation. The funding 
will result in the development and delivery of a joint master’s program that will benefit Northern 
Saskatchewan tremendously. The ICNGD has leveraged public funding to secure dollars from other 
community stakeholders. For instance, Cameco Corporation has matched the Government of 
Saskatchewan’s investment dollar-for-dollar. The centre also enjoys support from First Nations bands, 
councils and economic development agencies in Northern Saskatchewan—seven of which have pledged 
their commitment in writing to match scholarships on a one-to-one basis.  

Rehabilitation sciences - occupational therapy program: $2.4 million annually 
Occupational therapy uses collaborative, client-centered approaches to resolve difficulties in the 
performance of daily occupations. Currently, the provincial government sponsors 15 seats for students 
from Saskatchewan to obtain their Master of Science degrees in occupational therapy at the University 
of Alberta at a cost of about $0.6 million annually. There is a long-term documented shortage of 
occupational therapists in Saskatchewan, which has the lowest ratio of occupational therapists per 
capita among Canadian provinces, attributed in large part to the lack of an educational program. 
Saskatchewan does not have an educational program for occupational therapists, and the University of 
Saskatchewan is also the only Canadian medical-doctoral university without an occupational therapy 
program.  
 
The proposed Master of Science degree in Occupational Therapy (MScOT) is a two-year, full-time 
course-based program of study, inclusive of academic courses and fieldwork. The curriculum is based on 
national standards defined by the professional academic bodies. It is proposed that the MScOT program 
be governed in a form parallel to the Master of Physical Therapy (MPT) program in a School of 
Rehabilitation Sciences in the College of Medicine. 
 
The proposed new Master of Science in Occupational Therapy (OT) program will have a unique focus on 
Aboriginal health, primary health care, and rural health. Graduates will deliver client-centered 
occupational therapy services that accommodate the specific needs of individual clients, families, groups 
or communities. The program will respond to the need for competent, ethical and accountable 
occupational therapists in the province; prepare graduates for practice in the rapidly changing and 
complex health care, social services, and school systems; advance evidence-based practice in OT; and 
contribute to the overall advancement of health care in Saskatchewan. The cost of the program would 
be $2.4 million annually, of which funding currently provided to the University of Alberta could be 
redirected to stay in Saskatchewan.  
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10. On the horizon: research and innovation projects  
We also wish to highlight specific items that have been discussed with the province, recognizing that we 
will continue to develop the items as they align with the priorities of the Government of Saskatchewan.   

Global Food Security Institute 
The Global Food Security Institute will place the University of Saskatchewan among global leaders in 
integrating science and policy research and innovation and contribute to Saskatchewan-led solutions for 
sustainably feeding a hungry world. Our extensive national and international record for agriculture-
related research, including the success of the Crop Development Centre, makes the institute a natural fit 
for the University of Saskatchewan. Through strategic investments and partnerships with academe, 
governments and industry, this institute will maximize social and economic benefits for Saskatchewan, 
demonstrating commitment to our moral and social responsibility to contribute our expertise and 
resources to achieve global food security.  

Sylvia Fedoruk Canadian Centre for Nuclear Innovation 
The Sylvia Fedoruk Canadian Centre for Nuclear Innovation received initial base funding from the 
province in March 2011, in the amount of $30 million. The province also announced at that time $14 
million in capital funding for a cyclotron and $3 million in operating funding for the cyclotron facility. 
These funding announcements were made after several years of work which included the Uranium 
Development Partnership Report commissioned by the province, extensive consultation about the role 
of the university in addressing society’s nuclear questions, and the development of a multi-disciplinary 
research centre concept.  

Provincial chairs program  
In order to recruit new research leaders in specific areas to the Province of Alberta, the government 
created a provincial research chairs program (similar to the Canada Research Chairs program) called 
“Campus Alberta Innovates.” The program provides 16 initial research chairs to “Alberta’s four 
comprehensive academic research intensive institutions,” including Athabasca University, and the 
universities of Alberta, Calgary and Lethbridge.32 Over the course of the next year, the university will 
develop a proposal for a similar program in Saskatchewan. We look forward to discussing this initiative 
further with the province.  

11. Capital projects on the horizon 
The Multi-Year Capital Plan (MYCP) establishes the context for capital planning and identifies the major 
capital projects, capital programs and priorities that are emerging or underway in support of the third 
integrated plan. The MYCP aligns the university’s academic priorities with capital planning and 
management. It encompasses physical assets such as buildings, space, land, infrastructure, information 
and communications technology, equipment, critical maintenance and renewal.  Initiatives that may fall 
outside of the MYPF timeframe are provided below.  
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Visioning Natural Resources Innovation Complex 
Our continued effort at visioning the Natural Resources Innovation Complex (NRIC) is supported by the 
increasing external demand for engineers, geologists, geoscientists and other applied science 
professionals. The project is currently in the planning and development stages. A team is working on the 
vision and scope for the overall development of the project. The NRIC is being developed to represent a 
focal point for interdisciplinary, cross-linked, and holistic approaches to the development, management 
and conservation of our natural resources and will shift the research and education models for support 
of our Saskatchewan resource sector to a more dynamic, collaborative and responsive approach.  The 
goal is to create a vibrant and unique environment for discovery and learning; provide an opportunity 
for the university and the province to work together to create and promote a forum for knowledge 
exchange and partnerships across the world, and to establish joint programs and other strategic  

Visioning Clarion 
Clarion is founded on the academic principles of mentorship, engagement and interdisciplinarity, 
including the development of mutually strengthening links with Aboriginal arts and educational 
organizations, and community-enhancing initiatives.  The Clarion project will also incorporate renewal of 
existing fine arts spaces, thereby sustaining and enhancing fine arts programs and increasing 
engagement. Of particular importance for the space is improved ventilation, workshops, security and 
access in art, ensemble rehearsal rooms in music, and safe access between the Greystone stage and 
dressing rooms. These improvements will enhance the learning experience, reduce areas of physical risk, 
and address deferred maintenance and academic renewal opportunities in the programs affected. The 
College of Arts and Science and the university continue to work on the academic vision for Clarion. This 
includes confirmation of space plans for the departments of Art and Art History, Drama and Music.   
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Appendix A: Operating budget 2013-14 

   

2012/13
Detailed

Notes Budget Key % Budget
Revenue

Provincial base operating grant 1 289,122 2.0% 294,905
Provincial Initiative funding 2 16,155 26,363

Other provincial funding - InterVac 2,131 3,300
Credit and non-credit course tuition 3 104,174 5.5% 109,876
Other government (WCVM) 4 19,759 2.0% 20,112
Income from investments 5 11,535 11,535
Fees and other income 4,164 1.8% 4,239

Total 447,040 6.2% 470,331

Expenses

Salaries and benefits 6 299,174 4.4% 312,328
Pension going concern payment 7 2,024 4,670
Central utilities 8 19,373 1.8% 19,717

New building space - utilities and O&M 74
University Health Sciences space 9

Renewal 0 1,545
Utilities 943 1,516
Maintenance 710 2,656

Library acquisitions 10 9,580 5.0% 10,059
Indirect costs of research grant 11 -3,300 0.0% -3,300
College and unit non-salary expense bdgts 21,307 0.0% 21,307
Scholarships 9,596 0.3% 9,625
Research, scholarly and student support 1,979 1,979
Other operating costs (net) 12 20,219 4.7% 21,162

381,605 403,338
Strategic Initiatives

Academic Priorities Fund 13
First and second cycles 0 0
Third cycle 3,500 3,500
Fourth cycle 1,000 2,000
Integrated plan initiatives 2,577 2,941

Initiative funded
Medicine accreditation 19,288 2.0% 19,674
Medicine class size expansion 20,003 3,418    23,421
Nursing program (net of positions created) 3,992 80        4,072
InterVac 3,436 4,605
Other Initiatives 3,474 834       4,308

Student Related Enhancements (TRS) 13,172 3.0% 13,571
Capital renewal 14 1,000 5,000

Total 453,047 7.4% 486,429

Surplus (deficit) before adjustments -6,007 -16,098

Surplus (deficit) after adjustments -6,007 -16,098
General operating reserve, beginning 18,120 12,113

General operating reserve, ending 15 12,113 -3,985

% of planned expenditures 2.7% -0.8%

2013/14
Projection
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Appendix B: Operating budget supporting notes 
 
1. Provincial base operating grant forecast is based on projected 2.0 per cent increase, rather than 7.9 

per cent increase that would be required to balance the budget.  
2. Provincial initiative funding is a combination of continuing funding from 2012-13, including 

incremental increases, and initiatives requiring funding commencing in 2012-13.  The requested 
grant plus targeted amounts to 68.3 per cent of projected revenues. 
 

3. Tuition is the product of rate and enrolment. We project an increase of approximately 5 per cent 
increase for undergraduate rates, 3.5 per cent for graduate rates, and a 0.8 per cent enrolment 
increase.  

4. Other government is the funding received from British Columbia, Alberta and Manitoba for seats in 
the Western College of Veterinary Medicine.  The agreement increase is adjusted at the same rate 
as the provincial grant. 

5. Fees and other income include income from investments and is projected conservatively at zero per 
cent increase for 2013-14.   

6. Salaries and benefits include the costs of normal salary progression (annual increments, merit 
increases, promotions through the ranks) and provisions for negotiated settlements, and are 
reduced by turnover savings resulting from retirements and resignations.  In the absence of any 
negotiated increases, salaries and benefits costs normally progress by approximately one to two 
percent annually.  Any negotiated increases would then be in addition to this normal progression.  

7. Pension going concern payment projection is based on modeling several different scenarios and 
projected annual pension payments range from $6.3 to $14.3 million. If solvency relief is not 
granted, annual payments could reach $35 million. For purposes of the operations forecast, it is 
projected that $10.0 million of additional payments will be required starting with the calendar year 
2014. This results in an estimated $4.67 million additional payment for the 2013-14 fiscal year. If 
solvency relief is not approved, the $10.0 million payment estimate for 2014 could increase to as 
much as $35 million annually. 

8. Central utilities include electricity, natural gas, telephone, water, hardware and network 
maintenance, and software licenses that are critical to the University’s overall operations.  
Projections are based on patterns of consumption, and include contractual and projected rate 
increases. Projected increase for 2013-14 is 1.8% from 2012-13. Cost projections for new space such 
as University Health Sciences are forecasted separately. 

9. University Health Sciences D wing will be completed in 2012-13 and will be fully functional in 2013-
14. E wing is expected to be completed in 2013-14 and will ramp-up to full operations during the 
course of that fiscal year.  For 2013-14 while E wing ramps up operations, expense projections in the 
opening year were projected by estimating actual phased in costs. D wing cost projections are based 
on FIMP. 

10. Library acquisition funding is consistent with percentage increases over the first and second 
planning cycle; the acquisitions budget continues to be increased five per cent annually.  

11. Indirect costs of research is federal government funding provided to support the indirect costs of 
research and is recorded as revenue in the research fund. A portion of the federal indirect costs of 
research grant is transferred to the operating budget on an ongoing basis to help defray indirect 
costs of research paid from the operating budget. 
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12. Other non-salary operating 
 
Other operating costs (in thousands) 2012-13   2013-14 
  

  
  

College and Unit non-salary budgets 21,307 
 

21,307 
Scholarships 9,596 

 
9,625 

Employee Dev'pt and Health and support programs 6,245 
 

6,370 
Institutional expenses (i.e. copyright, insurance) 13,424 

 
13,692 

Research, scholarly and student support 1,979 
 

1,979 
Capital approved for operating contribution (ULC, core, 
Place) 

2,000 

 

1,700 

Total other operating costs 54,551 
 

54,674 
        

 
13. Academic Priorities Fund - $3.5 million has been set aside for the third integrated plan. In 2013-14 

we have budgeted $2 million to the continued growth of the fourth integrated plan. This fund is 
used to allocate resources to strategic priorities at the university. 

14. Capital renewal, including academic renewal, is a priority for the third planning cycle.  We are 
allocating 5.0 million toward renewal in the budget for 2012-13. 

15. General operating reserves will be required to balance the budget in 2013-14 due to the projected 
structural deficit. Board policy is to maintain reserves at a level of 2 to 4 per cent of expenses. The 
Board has approved the use of reserves to cover a portion of annual deficits throughout the course 
of the operating budget adjustments process. Permanent operating budget adjustments are 
expected to address some of the remaining $6.0 million deficit projected in 2012-13, in addition to 
reductions expected in 2013-14.  
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Appendix C:  Reconciliation of fiscal year reporting 
 
Provincial grant reporting and University of Saskatchewan fiscal year reporting 
As we follow different reporting practices than the province, the table below illustrates the impact of 
calculating the per cent change from the previous year by including a portion of the targeted funding in 
the calculation of the base operating grant. This reconciles the practice followed by the province in 
reporting the operating grant with the amount we report as the “provincial base operating grant” 
(expressed in millions of dollars). 
 
Calculation of the increase from the previous year 

Base vs. Targeted breakdown 
2012-13 
actual 

2013-14 
projection 

Per cent 
change 

Provincial grant base          283,469         289,122  2.0% 
 Economic increase              5,888             5,782  -1.8% 
 Targeted funding now base            9,804           16,155  64.8% 
Total adjusted base grant          299,161         311,059  4.0% 
 Incremental targeted funding              6,230           10,209  63.9% 
April accrual adjustment                (114)     
Provincial grant & targeted as per calculation          305,277         321,268  5.24% 
 Provincial grant & targeted as per schedule      321,268   
Balance                       0    
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Appendix D: Tuition comparability 
 

Undergraduate tuition rates by program: 2012-13 
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Appendix E: RenewUS classroom project before and after 
 
Arts classroom: before 

 
 
Arts classroom: after
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Appendix F: Critical infrastructure projects: update on 2012-13 projects 
In 2012-13, funding was provided in the form of debt-financing to address the critical infrastructure 
needs identified under RenewUS. An update on the status of these projects is provided below.  

Replace #2 and #3 chillers, central heating plant 
It will be necessary to replace existing chillers #2 and #3 prior to January 1, 2015 as dictated by federal 
regulations. These chillers are over 25 years old and it is necessary that the machines be replaced with 
new units charged with environmentally friendly refrigerant.  The Replace #2 and #3 Chillers, Central 
Heating Plant Project received Board 1 approval on June 26, 2012.   The project plan is to issue the RFP 
for the consultants in late fall of 2012. The current schedule has the new chillers being ordered in the 
summer of 2013, with the installation to happen over the winter of 2014 and the chillers put into 
operation the summer of 2014.  

Replace boiler #2, central heating plant 
Replacement of 1954 boiler #2 with a 100,000-pounds-per-hour package boiler will provide the required 
increase in Central Heating Plant capacity needed by the university to address recent campus growth. 
The Replace Boiler #2, Central Heating Plant Project received Board 1 approval on March 16, 2012.  
Discussions are underway regarding the development of an RFP for the consultant and the development 
of an RFQ for the boiler purchase. The target is to complete the work on the RFP and RFQ by the end of 
November, 2012. Boiler delivery lead times are currently being assessed with the expectation that the 
delivery of the boiler would be targeted for April/May 2013 with installation completed by late 2013.  
The boiler would be scheduled to be operational by the end of 2013. 

Replace T1/T2 transformers 
This project provides for the replacement of two of the four transformers at Preston Substation which 
feed electricity to the campus.  The Replace T1/T2 Transformers Project received Board 133 approval on 
June 26, 2012.  The project plan is to issue the RFP for the consultants in late fall 2012. Pending 
confirmation of anticipated delivery lead times for the transformers, it is expected that the new 
transformers will be ordered in early 2013, with installation slated for the fall of 2013 and the 
transformers to be brought on line in early 2014.  
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